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I am aware this is not a post everyone is used to read, yet it’s important.

The purpose of this post is to "touch" around the life of a very well-known man, who is Michael Jackson. To show evidently what the psychopathic yids are doing to every person that reaches highly in life, and what are their methods of operation etc. But to also show where the lives of people who are just "fated" on their own to ascend higher, do end, if they do not have Satan and His protection and they are moving alone in this jungle of jewish criminal control.

Michael Jackson was destroyed by the Jews.

So many falsely think matters in the opposite way. Nobody gets quite "born" anti-Semitic, except of the healthy sanity of their instincts, which is a whole another thing. People are just born Racially aware. This doesn't imply anything on its own. The people who hate the jews, in all ages and times, have been the most educated of people, and also people who dare to see things as they are. I will mention Adolf Hitler, Henry Ford, Michael Jackson, the list is endless. Adolf Hitler obviously doesn't belong to the same list, yet he stands as an anti-paradigm of Satanic Success. He literally won against the jews and the jews never forgave him for this. This is why 70 years ago, you are still hearing everyday flaming and lies about Him. Hitler scarred the face of the enemy so deeply and so permanently, that he has been the worst enemy the enemy has had up to date. Others, who too were prominent, were not able to withstand the jewish pressure and they succumbed to it, for obvious or less obvious reasons.

The jews have the greatest criminal record than any of the other "Races" on Earth. This is evidently unnatural and anyone who logically thinks matters around and is educated, they can see something is very far off here. No other Race inflicted so much social, ethical, spiritual and physical damage as the jews. We are really living in the Dark Ages since they came up in the scene and the human race is only in a race to evade from what the jews have inflicted us with. That today we call “evolution”. Simply trying to heal from the consequences of having the jews live amongst the belly of humanity.

The world’s greatest people have always been open to, or open about the jewish question. Some, they have given up. Others, fewer, they have gone against. Others have chosen to ignore. But the jew never ignored them in return. Yet, there are few if anyone that doesn't "know" what the case is. These people who make it upwards, who struggle, they are not in any way "goyim" and the enemy knows this. Goyim comes from the term Goetia which means magician and this is also rooted in India. How the enemy uses Satan to scorn the Eternal Truth, they are using "Goyim" to scorn the children of the Gods and degrade them to being "animals".
Michaels Jackson's case is a very obvious one. He was a very tragic case. Michael started on as a very talented lad. He had it in his Soul. Normally such talents of gigantic proportions, these have to do with past lives and one's Soul. Michael Jackson started small, yet the jews took him on the side, with him unknowing, and exploited his talent for endless amounts of money. This is like, if you cannot stop a Rhino from attacking, get on his back and try to leach the blood. Though Michael Jackson was put very deep in the "love everyone" nonsense and cultural Marxism, still something about him was "off" according to the jews. Basically, the jews hate all forms of art and happiness, so they strictly try to control art and put it in alignment to their gibberish, apelike, cultural Marxist, political jewrectness, decrees. There are certain people that cannot be "Bossed out" by the kikes, or controlled. This has to do with the Soul and the power these people possess. As he went, he literally became the "King of Pop". He reached the highest heights of musical creativity and he became a pop idol for millions of people worldwide. His case is a most interesting case. I recall when I was younger, everyone was talking about Michael Jackson. How he was a rapist, how he was this, how he did drugs, how he supposedly bleached himself to look "white". Or with very good and positive comments.

On the side of reality, I think Michael Jackson actually was very worn out after a point, he went sick and probably had what is called "Vitiligo" all over his body. This disease literally makes the skin look bleached. It seems to have taken over his whole body. According to many this disease is auto immune and thrives on anxiety. Who knows? Then Michael was having so many mental issues from all this pressure, that he had to do all this surgery just to feel "good". Obviously, the kikes ate him, both him and his money, alive. Yet my point is, the enemy is worthless and merciless. He had a problem with his health and the enemy rushed to make it seem like it was, whatever crime in the world. This is why he carried an umbrella with him, because the sun could easily roast his skin. The jews obviously ridicule this person, as he is one of these instances they could not quite suppress and controlled. It was like this person was destined to greatness.

And the jews, however they might cry and lie, they cannot control everything that goes in the world. They are far from it, but they are good at projecting the idea that they can. This is the reason they control the media. How many people do REALLY know what goes around them? Few to nobody. Everyone reads the news and they think we do "know" what is up. 1/3rd of the news are lies, then 1/3rd is senseless gibberish to keep the Goyim in fear and unknowing, stupefied then maybe there is 1/3rd of half, watered down "truths". Michael also stands a prominent figure for the Black Race. He literally expressed himself and he had a lot of things to express. The jews always translate things, such as let's say health problems, to propaganda weapons against their enemies. They always state that such huge upbringing are done by them or something, no different than how they state some "jewish god" made the "universe" which is a laughable lie, really. They basically pin on their victims all the jews are and do. This is no different than what they do with Satan, where they pin the reptilian-sacrificing-killing meme. They did the same to Adolf Hitler, then to other prominent people like Michael Jackson and others throughout the centuries.

Without getting in many details, I had an conversation experience with an insane Michael Jackson fan guy once, and he ranted and raved how "The crime of Michael Jackson was that his soul was free". Then it sounded really bizarre, but I knew this made some sense. And yes, he was free. Spiritually speaking, he probably was free too. He really denounced the jews in his actions, their programs for anyone, and he simply went on to live his life, as
he saw fit. He never bought in the "Black man must be a gangster" crap, or any other "set" of the jews. But the jew caught him and started leeching him. Michael Jackson was a free minded person; this should be obvious. Creativity is a result of that.

It's no secret that the jews have always tried to put themselves as total gatekeepers in any sort of "success", even the way people live. The people have been duped and they cannot all see this, but when on the higher levels this becomes fairly evident, everyone can. They are like 1 or 2% of the World population, yet, people who have been subjected to brainwashing are treating them like some sort of deified majority. This can be seen everywhere and this is very fishy, even if inspected by the average joe. I mean, do "6 gazillion" mean more than 100 Million Chinese people that were brutally murdered under the jewish communist regime of Mao Zedong? But here is where magic is involved. Not only there aren't even 6 gazillion and it's a lie, but people despite all logic are merely defending what they have been brainwashed and soul-washed to defend. This is why you note people are more accepting to the Truth, the more spiritual warfare we are doing. Because this "spell" is being lifted. People are waking up.

Then you have to see the other thing. The jews always try to attack and pin someone in the fangs of the "law", which they always have tried to control, but never respected. This was fairly evident in the USA banking incidents. The judges and the judged were both jewish. Where is this thing now, nobody knows. Did these thieves of fortunes of millions get punished? Were there any returns of all these lost lifetime efforts that were "saved" in these banks? Most of the gangsters and other filths we have had in history, even the notion of gangsterism, is a jewish invention. Michael Jackson was sued and "gangsterized" every other day for this reason.

He never really had "peace" in his life. The jews have zero to no respect for law, as they do not have respect for money, which is a representation of value of work. They just are yids and parasites. Their sole purpose is to weaponize these things both. This is why the jews always try to work as "lawyers", "judges", they are prominent criminals and the list goes and goes. This is why the Jew's always shit on the constitution of all States and written law. These things never existed in the consciousness of the psychopathic yids. They were never civilized. The only "law" that runs inside them is the "Torah" and the Talmud. These books are the “exploitation” guides, the murder guides and the “build the jooz into the criminal race they are” guides the jews follow. They call these books “divine”. After all, the divine god of murder, rape and jewish supremacy has written them.

So much flaming has went on about this guy Jackson and I had to look at it. He had so many bad people around him. He was strong, but he was also weak. The enemy with their magick and control of the minds of people, but also by stripping away spiritual knowledge, has been able to control very strong and important people with the clap of their hands. I kept hearing the rumors about Michael Jackson, and this was a bit close and approx. the same thing like Adolf Hitler. I mean, the rumors are so many and the lies so many, that it's humanely impossible to be all this rotten things the jews claim, at the same time.

As it seems from his career, Jackson was very critical of jews, even reaching the point to admit and scorn them publicly before he died. He entered the long list of all these celebrities who scorn the jews, for OBVIOUS REASONS that these yids threaten their life and their fortune. And I really think it wasn't what they said, it was evidently an
assassination, directly or indirectly. Michael after a point seemed really worn out, the pressure of these jews have brought him to his knees. He had to take numerous drugs and this is the reason he died, if the real reason was ever made public. Let alone after he went, they fucked up his family as well. He came to understand the big plot of all this thing. He understood what was up.

When you heard him talk, you could understand that this person wasn't this rot that was talked of him. He really loved children and I do not personally believe that he was a "pedophile", as there is not proof around [the accused "victim" even admitted he did lie and it was for Shekels- bribe] and also, I can say his motivations talk for themselves, such as the park he built where children could play freely, charity etc. I could be wrong, but the point being is, the enemy always perverts beautiful things like loving animals, to state that their enemies are having sex with them or whatever. Michael Jackson was innocent, maybe too much so, to the point this made him die. When he talked, he sounded like a child, really, at least in my own opinion.

The enemy is a master when it comes to inventing such lies, as this is all they themselves are and they simply have to project these horrendous things to their enemies. He was a very powerful soul but could only operate in the context that was given to him. That is, a jewish context, specifically designed to make the jews profit. He had no other "power" to correct or fix these problems, so in whatever way, he hit rock bottom. And since the jew controlled this context and at some point, he got it and went public about it, they made him crazy and destroyed him, slowly leeching off everything he made. Nothing was able to save him, not money, not fortunes, not "friends". This is what the jews done to him. He just got destroyed and exploited.

Note- Illuminati, replace with Jews, as we all know this "Illuminati" is jewish controlled. The Illuminati for centuries have been totally under the influence and control of the enemy. This is why it worships the same god as the "kikes", namely, JHVH, Jesus and the rest enemy filth. The jews destroyed Michael Jackson, they exploited him, and then they killed him. He was killed like an animal in the plow who no longer would serve the Jewish Master.

"Jackson came out with the song “They Don’t Really Care About Us” in 1995, and the New York Times noted that song included some serious slurs, including the line: “Jew me, sue me, everybody do me/ Kick me, kike me, don’t you black or white me.”

His response to the outrage: “It’s not anti-Semitic because I’m not a racist person ... I could never be a racist. I love all races.”

Either way, “Jew me” and “kike me” were changed to “do me” and “strike me.”

In the music video, both words are censored, starting at 1:06."

"In 2005, ABC’s “Good Morning America” got its hands on an audio tape of what was supposed to be Jackson telling his former adviser Dieter Wiesner that “they’re like leeches... I’m so tired of it... They start out the most popular person in the world, make a lot of money, big house, cars and everything. End up penniless. It is a conspiracy. The Jews do it on purpose.”"
But in the end, you can see why it went as it went for him. The life and end of Michael Jackson is yet another proof that Hitler Was Right. Its in front of us, so blatantly, that people can only by choice ignore matters:


http://web.archive.org/web/20130815025756/https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vFU8HSXNOsM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GG7nSBgvGVc
[Note: Video has been removed from youtube]
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